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ACTrees WEBCAST SERIES  
  
The ACTrees Webcast Series is a webcast held at the lunch hour on the third Thursday of each month.  The goal is to 
provide training opportunities for local urban and community forestry practitioners.  The trainings highlight 
successful programs and practices that you may want to adapt in your communities.  Webcasts are open to all. 
  
Correctly planting and protecting trees is a good thing to do.  However, planting and protecting trees also requires 
coordinating time and resources.  ACTrees minimizes such requirements by sharing the innovative ideas and 
organized approaches of successful projects and models for members to replicate.  We invite you to join Alliance for 
Community Trees for more ways to get involved.  Together, we create a strong voice on behalf of the urban forest 
and make a great difference in the health, beauty, and livability of our communities.  We strengthen communities by 
offering action-oriented approaches that bring people together around a common purpose.  
 
TOPIC 
 
Mapping the urban forest helps us understand the structure and state of our existing tree canopy, and gives us insight 
on how to maintain and improve this important resource. While the actual task of taking tree inventory can seem 
daunting, some cities and nonprofits are capitalizing on their volunteer base to help get the job done. Crowd-sourcing 
can be a useful tool to educate residents about urban forests by having them locate and measure trees in their 
neighborhoods. Low-tech and high-tech options make it easier for any size organization or community to implement 
and manage a successful tree mapping program. 
More information at: http://actrees.org/what-we-do/training-and-conferences/events/tree-technology-part-v-urban-
forest-mapping/ 
 
TRAINERS 
 
Philip Silva  
Co-Founder and Co-Director 
TreeKIT 
339 South Geneva St 
Ithaca, NY, 14850 
philip@treekit.org  
 
 

Deborah Boyer 
Project Manager 
Azavea 
340 N 12th St, Suite 402 
Philadelphia, PA 19107 
215-701-7689 
dboyer@azavea.com 
 

Philip Silva currently serves as co-founder and co-director of TreeKIT, an initiative to measure, map, and collaboratively 
manage urban forests in New York City. A native of Newark, NJ, Phil is dedicated to exploring nature in all of its urban 
expressions. He is also in pursuit of a Ph.D. in Natural Resources at Cornell University. Similar to his work at TreeKIT, 
Phil’s academic work focuses on informal adult learning and participatory action research in social-ecological systems. For 
the past four years, Phil taught courses in urban forestry, environmental history, and design at The New School. In 2011, 
Silva was one of 25 national leaders convened by the US Forest Service to participate in the “Vibrant Cities and Urban 
Forests” task force.  
 
Deborah Boyer serves as Project Manager for OpenTreeMap at Philadelphia-based GIS software development firm, Azavea 
Incorporated. As a member of the Civic Applications team, Deb works on promotion and product development of 
OpenTreeMap. She also serves as Project Manager for PhillyHistory.org, where she assists with the daily operations 
including metadata entry and photo digitization, intern supervision, reporting and marketing, and customer service. Deb 
completed a Master’s of Public History at Loyola University.  
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SUCCESS STORIES  
 
TreeKIT (New York, NY) 
TreeKIT builds tools to help city dwellers measure, map, and collaboratively manage urban ecosystems. The project is focused 
on high density urban areas where the links between human and non-human health are most clearly evident. Mapping street trees 
introduces people to elements of the natural environment on their city blocks. TreeKIT’s low-tech crowd-sourcing method for 
mapping urban trees is an approachable way to encourage educational mapping workshops, promoting long term stewardship of 
the urban forest, one tree at a time.  
More information at: http://actrees.org/what-we-do/training-and-conferences/events/tree-technology-part-v-urban-forest-
mapping/ 
 
PhillyTreeMap (Philadelphia, PA) 
PhillyTreeMap is a web-based map database of trees in the greater Philadelphia region. The open-source database enables non-
profits, government, volunteer organizations, and the general public to collaboratively create an accurate inventory of the trees in 
their communities.  PhillyTreeMap was built by Azavea, a Philadelphia-based software design and development firm, in 
partnership with local organizations, including Pennsylvania Horticultural Society (PHS). Based on open source code, 
PhillyTreeMap supports the PHS Plant One Million campaign whose goal is to plant one million trees in 13 counties in the 
greater Philadelphia area. With an accurate and up to date tree inventory, it is possible to work more efficiently toward growing 
and maintaining Philadelphia’s urban forest.  
More information at: http://www.phillytreemap.org/ 
 
Urban Forest Map (San Francisco, CA) 
The Urban Forest Map is a collaboration of government, businesses, local citizens, and nonprofits- including Friends of the 
Urban Forest to map every tree in San Francisco. Along with mapping the location of each tree, Urban Forest Map also calculates 
the environmental benefits provided, including gallons of stormwater filtered, pounds of air pollutants captured, kilowatt-hours of 
energy conserved, and tons of carbon dioxide removed from the atmosphere. The information gathered will help urban foresters 
and city planners to better manage trees, track and combat tree pests and diseases, and plan future tree plantings. Using the 
crowd-sourcing method for gathering data, Urban Forest Map provides a one-stop repository for tree data, welcoming 
information from any agency or group. Knowledge of the urban forest has great value for planners, city foresters, ecologists, 
landscape architects, tree advocacy groups, and residents.  
More Information at: http://actrees.org/news/media-center/actrees-news/urban_forest_map_project/ 
 
Urban Forest Project (Grand Rapids, MI) 
Founded in 2008, Friends of Grand Rapids Parks is an independent, citizen-driven nonprofit with a mission to protect, enhance, 
and expand parks and public spaces in Michigan’s second largest city. The Grand Rapids Urban Forest Project is an initiative of 
Friends of Grand Rapids Parks in partnership with the City of Grand Rapids to engage the whole community in planting and 
growing a larger, healthier urban forest. Friends of Grand Rapids Parks works to mobilize volunteers, generates resources and 
raises awareness about issues that impact urban parks and natural systems. The goal is to maximize the tree canopy in all parts of 
the city, making sure it’s healthy, safe, protected and well maintained so everyone in Grand Rapids can experience the cultural, 
social, economic, public health, and environmental benefits of trees.  
More information at: http://urbanforestproject.com/ 
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SUCCESS STORIES (continued) 
 
GreenprintMaps (Sacramento, CA) 
Sacramento Tree Foundation is an integral partner on the GreenprintMaps project. This project covers the urban forest within the 
northern Central Valley of California, including Sacramento, Yolo, Placer, El Dorado, Sutter, and Yuba Counties. Using 
GreenprintMaps software local governments, businesses, nonprofits, and citizen foresters import data on local trees to display 
their location and attributes across the northern Central Valley. Citizens are encouraged to map trees in parks, on streets, at 
schools, in parking lots and at home. GreenprintMaps enable cities to better manage their trees, planners to protect trees, 
scientists to combat tree pests and diseases, and homeowners to share their tree stories. Greenprint is intended to complement the 
Blueprint, the six-county regional smart growth plan adopted in 2004 by the Sacramento Area Council of Governments.  
More information at: http://greenprintmaps.org/map/ 
 
San Diego County Tree Map (San Diego, CA) 
In order to cope with the current economic climate, many municipalities in San Diego County have been relying on the help of 
local residents to help build an open-source tree map to quantify the ecological contributions that trees provide. After going 
through cuts to tree care personnel in county staff, remaining employees created the San Diego County Tree Map in efforts to 
keep the community involved in managing the county’s tree inventory. This map enables citizens to check out native, flowering, 
and historic trees county-wide. Since the map is available for anyone to update, monitoring of changes to San Diego’s urban 
forest becomes an education tool to engage community members. Residents can search the map for the trees near them, enter a 
new tree's location, and even adding alerts for trees in need of emergency care. The open-source San Diego Tree Map has proved 
a long-term low-cost solution for keeping an up-to-date inventory. The map empowers citizens to take ownership of their urban 
forest by providing a platform to help them understand the value of trees. 
More information at: http://sandiegotreemap.org/ 
 
Open Elm Project (Isle of Mann, UK) 
The aim of Open Elm Project is to harness the power of the public to create a detailed profile of the elm tree population in the Isle 
of Mann, an Island between Ireland and England within the United Kingdom. Many trees around the Island have been infected 
with Dutch Elm Disease, and this map functions as a tool for residents to help identify and report trees which may have fallen 
victim to the virus. Open Elm Project enables citizens to submit the location, health and a photograph of an elm, using iPhone 
and Android mobile apps. All data collected by the project is open-source, making it the Island's first project to provide public 
access to the data without restriction. Open Elm Project is the first of its kind to engage members of the public in collecting and 
importing vital tree data. 
More information at: http://www.openelm.org.im/ 
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WEB & MAP DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 
 
OpenTreeMap (Software) 
OpenTreeMap provides an easy-to-use public inventorying platform that enables individuals, organizations, and governments to 
search and contribute to a collaborative, interactive, and dynamic map of a community's tree population. Existing urban street 
tree inventories can be uploaded and managed through the database, as an accurate and current inventory is essential for 
effectively caring for urban canopies. OpenTreeMap can be used in a single municipality or cover a broader geographic region, 
anywhere in the world. Currently OpenTreeMap is being used in five US cities to engage communities in helping to map their 
urban forest. Software partner Azavea provides implementation support and customization services for each city. Implementation 
of the software requires database development, software configuration, graphic design, upload of tree datasets from local 
organizations, customization, and hosting.  
More information at: http://opentreemap.github.com/ 
 
GroupTalent (Web Professionals) 
GroupTalent connects software projects with top engineering and design talent across the country. Organizations can submit 
basic information about projects, and GroupTalent will help outline the budget, timeline, and any special requests. This company 
facilitates communication between prospective web professionals and clients, connecting over 4,000 web developers in their 
network. Whether you want to develop a mobile app or refine an existing web page, this company can help connect you decide 
the best team for the job.  
More information at: https://grouptalent.com/main/talent/ 
 
Web Professional Directory (Web Developers) 
The Web Professional Directory is offered as a public service to connect members of the World Organization of Webmasters 
(WOW) to those who are looking for developer services. WOW is a network made up of certified web professionals that practice 
web Design, web development and web business strategies and marketing. One of the main functions of this online directory is to 
foster relationships and linkages between business and industry, education, student organizations, and government agencies to 
ensure a continual pipeline of IT professionals with skills that align with industry demand. 
More information at: http://webprofessional.org/ 
 
GISCorps (Volunteer Programmers) 
GISCorps began in 2003 as an initiative of Urban and Regional Information Systems Association (URISA). Today, GISCorps 
functions as a URISA program and operates entirely on a volunteer basis. With North-American Representation from many states 
and provinces, volunteers use a wiki site to work collaboratively, mostly at nights and on weekends. They assist in the 
development of web-based interactive mapping applications, including open-source software. Volunteers’ services include 
strategic planning of GIS systems and their implementation, conducting technical workshops, and software-specific training 
classes. GISCorps will refer volunteers to agencies, but volunteers communicate their interests directly with host agencies. 
Depending on the host community’s needs, volunteers can stay up to 2 months.  
More information at: http://www.giscorps.org/ 
 
OpenStreetMap (Mapping City Infrastructure) 
OpenStreetMap is a project that creates and distributes free geographic data around the world. While many maps have legal or 
technical restrictions on their use, OpenStreetMap (OSM) is open to everyone. Compiled of layers you’d recognize walking 
down a city street like sidewalks, buildings, and street trees, OSM gives ordinary citizens the power and the tools to create a 
high-quality feature-rich map of their country, their states, their communities and their neighborhoods. A project started by 
Wikipedia, this open-source software can be used to map city infrastructure. Because the map data is free, anyone can use it to 
create maps for themselves, their businesses, their schools, their local governments or any other purpose they wish. Members 
range from mapping enthusiasts who want to contribute their knowledge of their local communities to geodata professionals who 
bring technical skills to the creation of the map. 
More information at: http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/About 
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WEB & MAP DEVELOPMENT TOOLS (continued) 
 
Municipal Infrastructure Management- CitySourced 
CitySourced is a real time mobile civic engagement platform in a map form that provides a platform empowering residents to 
identify civic issues (i.e. public safety, quality of life, environmental issues) and report them to city hall for quick resolution. 
CitySourced is a low-cost alternative to managing infrastructure issues that come up for city governments. Citizens have the 
opportunity to give feedback online in case a tree needs to be planted or pruned along their block. Since it is a web-based 
platform, CitySourced is available for use by mobile smartphone, enabling residents to take it with them on the go. This software 
helps those who govern develop a positive, collaborative platform for real local action to maintain and improve a city’s 
infrastructure. 
More information at: http://www.citysourced.com/default.aspx 
 
 
VOLUNTEER ENGAGEMENT TOOLS 
 
The Great Tree Count (San Francisco, CA) 
Every year during the first week of October, tree enthusiasts throughout the greater San Francisco and Capital area in California 
join together to help map the region’s trees.  The Great Tree Count is a joint effort to update inventories on both the San 
Francisco Urban Forest Map and GreenprintMaps citizens who participate can learn about the role trees play in the urban 
ecosystem. While a professional inventory of all the public trees in San Francisco, for example, would cost millions of dollars, 
this low-cost alternative saves taxpayer money. The Great Tree Count sparks residents to become interested in their urban 
canopy, and helps urban foresters and city planners to better care for the trees that need the most help in their areas. With state-
wide momentum, this event is the first of its kind, requiring participants have access to the Internet through a smartphone, tablet, 
or computer. This week long event helps citizens get out and experience their urban forests.  
More information at: http://www.greattreecount.org/ 
 
TreeKIT Mapping Parties (New York, NY) 
TreeKIT teaches people how to simply and accurately map the location and dimensions of their treebeds, as well as the species 
and diameter of the trees growing in them. Groups such as neighborhood associations, youth programs, and environmental 
stewardship organizations work with the TreeKIT team to schedule a mapping party. On the day of the event, staff bring 
measuring wheels, tape measures, clipboards, worksheets, and tree identification aids to a central meeting place organized by the 
group. The orientation takes place outside on a street corner until everyone gets the hang of it, then the volunteers form small 
teams and spend the afternoon rolling tape measures around blocks in their neighborhood and naming trees. At the end of the 
day, the teams check back in, drop off the equipment, and go home to enter the field data into our online form. After the initial 
workshop, groups can continue to map any additional blocks with TreeKIT free downloadable materials and online tools. 
More information at: http://treekit.org/mapping-parties/ 
 
Tree Inventory Project (Portland, OR) 
The City of Portland’s Parks and Recreation Division is helping Portlanders take action to manage their urban tree canopy by 
conducting volunteer-led tree inventories. Walking around your neighborhood, do you see areas available for tree planting, street 
trees in need of maintenance, and neighbors who are concerned but don't know where to begin? Active community groups 
interested in mapping street trees are encouraged to begin by gathering a group of interested volunteer. Volunteers are guided by 
Urban Forestry staff who provide training, tools, and event organization. Together, information is collected on tree species, size, 
health, site conditions, and available planting spaces. Urban Forestry staff analyze the data and findings are presented to 
neighborhood stakeholders. Achievable strategies are set by the collective body to improve existing trees, identify opportunities 
for an expanding tree canopy, and connect the neighborhood with city resources and nonprofits like Friends of Trees who work to 
better Portland’s urban forest.  
More information at: http://www.portlandoregon.gov/parks/53181 
 


